
THERE is plenty to criticise in the government’s handling of its proposed data retention laws. But
the hysteria with which they have been greeted completely misses the point.

Far from being the road to Stasiland, ensuring metadata is retained is both less invasive of our freedoms
and more efficient in protecting our security than are the alternatives.

Metadata is simply data that describes other data. In telecommunications, the term refers to the records a
network generates automatically when it is used, as distinguished from the content the user generates,
and that is the data the network transmits. A log of the calls a mobile phone places and receives is
metadata, as is information about those calls’ locations; what is actually said during a call is not. Equally,
the Internet Protocol addresses the network assigns in an online session are metadata, but the information
contained in the emails the user sends is not.

Most communications sessions give rise to many such items of metadata, so that Australians probably
generate 10 to 15 exabytes of metadata a year. With each exabyte being one quintillion, or ten to the
eighteenth power, units of data, that amounts to more than 15,000 times all the information held in the
US Library of Congress.

The sheer volume of metadata makes its use remote from the snooping powerfully portrayed in The
Lives of Others. This is not the stuff of headphone-wearing eavesdroppers; rather, only algorithms —
software designed to search for patterns, spot particular types of activity, and identify the communities of
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users in which those distinctive signs occur — can make sense of the information metadata contains. But
that doesn’t detract from metadata’s contribution to law enforcement. On the contrary, thanks to
advances in high-performance computing, even markers that only occur with very low frequency can be
distinguished in the torrents of randomness. And once identified, the linkages between transactions with
those markers can be extracted, locating probable close associates and tracing their interactions.

The completeness of the data sets is crucial to that capacity to find needles in haystacks. Indeed, when an
event is a one-off, such as a terrorist instructing an accomplice to detonate a device, no amount of other
data can replace a missing record of the event itself. And because terrorists and other criminals actively
seek to evade detection, for instance by masking their internet addresses, completeness also helps to
defeat the countermeasures they deploy.

As a result, the greater the extent to which metadata records are and are known to be complete, the
greater the danger terrorists will face in relying on the internet. That throws sand in their gears as they
are forced to turn to less effective ways of communicating. Conversely, allowing metadata collection to
be compromised lowers the risks and costs terrorists incur, entrenching the internet as the terrorists’
infrastructure of choice.

The government is therefore understandably concerned that changes in communications markets, such as
moves to ‘‘all you can eat’’ data plans, could reduce the collection and retention of network information,
creating gaps in the metadata that is stored. Its proposed remedy is to impose rules requiring
telecommunications providers to retain some metadata for two years.

The metadata the rules would cover is a minuscule share of that a communications network generates.
Along with the standard telephony information, it includes the IP addresses the network assigns users in
the course of an online session, matched to the account details of the user to whom those addresses have
been assigned. Although this is barely the tip of the metadata iceberg, it is vital in tracking traffic
patterns and identifying the users that traffic involves. Retaining that data will, no doubt, force providers
to incur some costs, but with data storage becoming ever cheaper, their extent is controversial.
Unpopular as it may be, placing those costs on network operators gives operators strong incentives to use
smart technologies to manage them efficiently. Yes, like any other regulation, the costs can be likened to
a tax; but as virtually all Australians use communications networks, this tax would be levied on a broad
and relatively efficient base, and one that largely matches the beneficiaries of better law enforcement.

Concerns about risks to individual freedoms are potentially more sensible. But were metadata collection
undermined, the alternative would be even greater use of lower-tech methods, such as interception,
physical surveillance and property searches.

More pervasive reliance on those methods, which replace the statistical probabilities of metadata analysis
with direct invasions on persons, should hardly give supporters of individual freedom cause to cheer.

None of that disputes the scope for metadata to be misused. So far, there is no evidence of misuse
occurring, despite the many years for which Australian security and law enforcement agencies have had
access to this information. But if that is the problem, it should be addressed through procedural
safeguards, rather than by jettisoning a vital line of defence.

The truest liberalism, the political philosopher Judith Shklar wrote decades ago, is that born of fear. This
“liberalism of fear”, which “regards abuses of public powers in all regimes with equal trepidation”, is
rightly ever anxious about “extralegal, secret and unauthorised acts by public agents”. But the worst
threat our ‘‘liberalism of fear’’ must now confront is that of a 9/11 on Australian soil, not solely for its
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toll in human suffering but because the political response could reach to biometric ID cards, drones over
our streets and preventive incarceration, with all the ugliness of ethnic and religious hatred to boot.

Data retention laws can’t eliminate that risk. But even the government’s modest requirements will make
it less likely. And by so doing, they help protect against far greater intrusions on the freedoms that we
value and that the terrorists abhor.
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